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Love, love Love, love, love is. It's been working great so far. He gets hung up but I just watch what he gets high and try to fix it. It's pretty quiet, but it does make a noise. So far very happy with the purchases of Amazing Product! My wife loves it, we have three dogs and it cleans all the hair twice a day, you don't even
know we had dogs! This product has changed our lives. I have a German Shepherd and a West Hochland Terrier. Both dogs shed horrobly. We have one story and only the bedroom carpet. The rest of its wood and tiles. We're crazy trying to keep up with all the hair. Then I came across this life-saving invention. We just
empty the camera on a daily basis and our house is as if we no longer have dogs that have shed. Thank you for such a wonderful product. Really changed our lives. Great value!! In my experience it makes great i hard wood/laminate/tile. It doesn't have an auction to really do a fantastic job on carpets, but can certainly
suck the top layer. I really like the welp mop or dry mop option. It's nice to vacuum, then lock it up in the kitchen to wet everything. It really takes care of weekly cleaning, so you only have to do a deep cleaning every so often. I have recommended this model to many of my friends. I love it! I love it! For the price, I didn't
expect such good quality, but I'm so glad I bought this little guy! Make life easier! Love our new robot ILIFE vacuum! It's a lot quieter than our old iRobot. The price is great as well! He does a great job and even fits under the sofa and puts himself away to re-charge. Love the color too! Haven't tried the mop option yet, but
if it does as good a job as a vacuum cleaner I'm sure we'll love it. Glad we bought it and would recommend it. :) I love this robot! I love this iLife vacuum. It works great on my tile living room floor and carpeted bedrooms. On the carpet, I run it on Max mode, which helps a lot. It takes a bit longer to see the results
compared to hard flooring. I usually run it through two battery cycles on the carpet. In the second round, the carpet is clean of fur, and the tank is filled with dust that hides deep in the carpet. I know it's not for carpet use, but I was curious how it was. I'm impressed, honestly. Initially, I was afraid of how my pets would
react to this when I got it, but they warmed up to it very quickly. I can't comment on the stripping feature as I haven't used it, but one of these days I will. I like that I have the opportunity. It is highly recommended to love these little miracles! I bought 2 and they work great. Great It's a great product! It cleans very well, is
quite quiet. I didn't expect it to be so. I walk to every corner of the house and do a great job. No more sweeping for me. The time and life of the screensaver is ideal for frequent and moderate sex content. We have floors (and two dogs), and use it almost every night. We used to have to sweep every few days to get all the
dog hair, but ILIFE only allows us to sweep once a week (but mainly because we like our place is really clean). I'm not sure how well this works with carpet though. A great device and at the right price!!! A great device and at the right price!!! Cleans super good, a little dumb when it comes to getting back to base and
cleaning up the order, but overall it's great! Just do it already This little robot is absolutely amazing. I went back and forth for 3 months on Roomba, neato and this one. I finally took the plunge and ordered this, and so far I am so happy that I did. Waiting to charge completely was torture, but it's worth it. I have a toddler
and a German Shepherd and this guy has already made my floors so clean and it only works for about an hour. He's not stuck yet. I did some research and found iLife, and it's amazing I'm not one to normally write reviews, but I do, too. I have two big dogs, there was no amount of sweeping and stripping to keep my
floors clean, black clothes were always full of hair, even sweeping every morning to get the hair off the floor. A friend offered an irobot, and I don't want to spend 1000. I did some research and found iLife and it's amazing I run it while I get ready to go in the morning or while I'm doing dinner, it has its falls as it seems to
always get into my wires, but it gets better and starts getting into more of a pattern. iLife should come standard with your second dog! Great little robot vac! I bought this to replace my roomba which is on its last leg and I have to say it took way more dirt than my roomba has in a long time, perhaps ever.... and much
quieter!! I love it. I haven't used the stripping feature yet, but, im excited to try it out. It even docked after the first use. I'm pretty impressed considering it was half the cost of my roomba. It does a great job of cleaning the first time the owner of a robotic vacuum. The first few times using this vacuum card from home. It
does a great job of cleaning. I run this vacuum 2-3 times a week whenever I'm home. Parts of my house are uneven for the most part this vacuum does well. If the device is unable to move it will be a beep to let you know that it has gone into sleep mode: as I continue to use this device, I am sure that the map will
continue to improve. Great for ceramic floors I have tile floors through my house and a 641 sq m tiled porch screen. It collects hair and sand effectively. Hair is easily removed when harvested. My previous Roomba was a nightmare to girlfriends long hair. A great product so far. Great value, works great, I took my price
back and got this. This one worked even better! Put the wires or cords up I love it. I wish he could detect the cords and wires. It reminds me of or a dog to get into them. How he loved them and got tangled up in them and I have to get him unstuck and then he goes and finds more. Then he tries to get my house shoes.
Funny. I called it Gary 'from SpongeBob' cause when he mops it looks like a bullet trail. but I can see it. Love this brand best! This is my second ILIFE robot. This is my first with a stripping feature, and I haven't tried that part yet, but only the vacuum took so much, dare I say GD is impressive, even with a smaller canister
than a vacuum only. I bought another brand on Cyber Monday and hate it so much they allow me to return it without the original box or packaging. It tends to leave a little dirt moving to the rug (which it also cleans), but I'm chalking that up to the first-world problem. Very glad I'm so happy that I got this. It works and the
clean way is better than the Hoover robot I had. I highly recommend this! Better than expected, I got to, more or less, keep the cat's hair off my kitchen floor. I was impressed when he went straight to the carpet and took cat hair and dust. Makes me happy so far so well. Only used it a few times. Great price and great
product! I am very impressed with the robot vacuum! I bought 2 for both levels of my house. Vacuums pick up the dust, hair and fur of the animals, including everything else in its path. He maneuvers well over the carpet too. I haven't tried wet cleaners yet, but I'm looking forward to it. :) Great price for a great product. Buy
it!!! I haven't vacuumed since I bought this little guy. Thoroughly impressed with the way it reaches all the little corners and spaces. Takes needles and leaves that my dog brings. It will get stuck on things like a fan stand base. Just watch for a few days to see if you can eliminate these obstacles. It will also chew cords-so
get them out of the way! Makes amazing on my tiles and laminate. Rolls right over my carpet area. Wouldn't recommend for full carpet rooms; I don't believe there will be enough suction to lift the pile. After a few days, he learns to find his base. He finds it more easily when there is no furniture in his line area. He kept
bouncing off the table leg we moved the base a few inches and hasn't had a problem since then! Doesn't go into any particular pattern, but works long enough to cover at least 1,800 square feet carefully. I'm in love with a lot of help and my floors are dirtier than I thought, even cleans under the porcelain paddock and
bed. Works for me :) I wouldn't say it's deep cleaning, but it works very well on non-carpet surfaces. I hate sweeping and stripping, so this is a great purchase for me! Vacuums like Champion This thing vacuum cleaners are incredibly good. Totally worth the money, my only complaint is very, very small, it strips when he
prays, I don't plan on stripping with him often, and if I'm honest, he's still doing a better job of stripping than Do. Very impressed with the lovely little robot! I love this little robot! I have a German Sheppard mix (pictured hiding from a robot) that loses its weight in his hair every day, and a guy who leaves more crumbs than
two years old and this little guy cleans wonderfully after both of them! I've never owned a roomba, but it's more than perfect for us. It does well on our carpet and can get over the lips where my tile meets my hardwood. I brought it to my parents' house friends because they always say our dog sheds too much when we
visit and they were pleasantly surprised too! They will be getting their own soon! Best Buy of the Year!! I put buying one of these for so long: I finally got one. I love it!! It works great, it's quite quiet, doesn't get stuck, transfers from ceramic tiled floors to carpet rooms are very easy - I love !!!! Easy to clean. I'm looking
forward to popping up on the mop pad and giving that a go this weekend! So far this thing is great!! Robot vacuum cleaner Buying GuideILIFE V5S Pro Intelligent Robotic Vacuum cleaner is an important household cleaning machine. With an intelligent anti-collision sensor, it can prevent a collision and protect furniture
from damage. 850Pa Super Suction will save you energy and time. Powerful smart cleaning, wet and dry cleaning and multiple cleaning modes for your free choice. The area of coverage is up to 150 - 180 square meters. The noise is less than 50dB, it will give you a quiet room. It is easy to deal with all kinds of cleaning
environment. Suitable for floor, cement, ceramic tiles, wooden floor, carpet undercoat, etc. You deserve to own it. Highlights: Automatic cleaning for the home and office of the Large cleaning area: 150 - 180 square meters 2 in 1 dry and wet cleaning modesIt can meet your various needs, you can choose a dry or wet
mop Anti-collision systemIt can better protect furniture Intelligent sensors avoiding falling inductionIR in the bottom detect a high gap, avoiding the fall. The robot can avoid obstacles and change the direction automatically of its indusor/cleaning schedule plan available from the beginning of time, and make a cleaning
schedule at a fixed time, even you are not in the home'OBS sensors, 1 set of sensor wall, 5 infrared receivers on the bodyThis robot vacuum cleaner can recognize the barrier and avoid collisionsTiming features You can adjust the time to clean the room 0.3L capacity water tank it can continuously operate for 120 -
150min 70 mm thin designIt clean can work in narrow areas, can clean the area under the furniture and corner Low noise designThe noise is less than 50d, help you to solve the problem 850Pa strong suctionEs absorb dust, hair, paper, reduce pollution PM2.5Trire cleaning routesAutomamatic routesAutomamatic
Cleaning stains, cleaning the edges,' two charging modes Manual charging'Multiple modes of cleaningAumate cleaning, border cleaning, cleaning spots, cleaning schedule and stripping' Suitable for floor, cement, ceramic tiles, wooden floor, undercoat carpet, etc. IR remote control with LCD display for easy operation Built
into 4 Li-ion batteries, working hours longer than before, which can reduce the damage effectively caused by the flow of water We take an imported clean-cut engine that improves efficiency and reduces noise work Yes (0) Color: Champagne Gold Size: EU Plug. everyone is delighted with the amount of dust collected in
the clean apartment. turned on, left on business-came clean. Very convenient when there are pets and children. Offer Sep 28,2018 Yes (0) Colour: Champagne Gold Size: EU Plug Top Value for Money Delivery was made without any problems during a good month. The product arrived perfectly. The suction robot is a
great support in everyday life. He just doesn't recognize the dark objects he drives to without slow braking against him. I'm less worried about objects than about the robot itself. I've got five carpets. He doesn't like two of them. The bathroom layer is sometimes bent over, but it manages to get stuck without getting stuck.
There is no problem with the other two. Almost a draw on the carpets. I would go out of the way of fringed carpets. Unfortunately, he does not like the cladding of the radiator pipe, as it always gets stuck. Detto on my personal scale. But I arranged myself well with it and just get all anxious aside. It also works relatively
well with cables if you push them together a bit and back to the wall. At night (as originally planned) I would not allow the robot to ride. Who knows what he's doing or if he gets into an object before exhaustion because he's stuck, which probably doesn't point. I like the suction performance, it also creates cat droppings
that lies around every now and then. However, even the manufacturer reported that now he can shoot it in front of him and only suck when he tries again. I was a little surprised by the noise level, as it has to suck quietly according to the different pages of text. I don't want to know how loud :D But you can talk without any
problems, I just wouldn't want to watch a thrilling movie while the robot vacuum cleaner is doing its job. Teh and the stain cleaning (in which it sucks in a growing spiral) I've already checked. Works perfectly, but I don't have long (empty) walls to ride together. So for me it is not very relevant. However, the spot mode is
addictive when napkined. As they say in various test reports, miracles should not be expected. I have neither, and I have to say that I am convinced of the function in any way or because of it. Of course, he's not rough ground, so he won't brush the stubborn stains. But he always creates fresh cat cones or the like! He
doesn't lose as much water, so I tried it on the floor (under supervision). Since he can't create a map of the room and therefore drives several times during the same place, I wouldn't allow him to ride unattended on the wooden floors just to prevent water damage. Anyway, his chaotic driving style is quite normal. It does
find daily dust and also has a place (almost) always every room that is open visit. He sucks in (cat) hair without grumbling and his hand brushing brushes are easy to clean from the dirt that rarely needs May 06,2019 Yes (0) Color: Champagne Gold Size: EU Plug Despite positive reviews I was only skeptical because the
price is very low. What will I say... I'm ecstatic. The sucking robot does what it has to do and does it very well. Since this is my first suction robot, I can't compare it to other or more expensive models. But I'm more than happy with the price. It looks like it's going through the area haphazardly, but in the end everything gets



clean. He recognizes objects and walls and then slowly drives them. Sometimes it doesn't recognize dark objects, but that's not a problem. With a normal vacuum cleaner you can also get against it. The suction robot is also very quiet. I have 2 cats and it lifts hair easily. He doesn't control the cat litter right away, but then
on the next turn. I'm adding a picture of his crop. I sucked the apartment four hours ago with my usual vacuum cleaner. However, he ... As you can see ... still found dirt. Frightening. The suction robot even manages to get on my high flower carpet after several attempts. However, he does not have carpet brushes. So we
can't expect too much. Sometimes it recognizes it only as an object and turns around. It depends on how he drives the carpet. It also easily creates transitions in the rooms and 1 cm height of the edge of my chair leg. Conclusion: Absolute recommendation of buying Sep 03.2019 Yes (0) Colour: Champagne Gold Size:
EU Plug La compre de oferta y la verdad es que es de las inversion que hecho nunca. Es UN gustazo no tener que volver preocuparte del suelo, lo mantiene limpio sin ning'n esfuerzo. Contras: no se puede quitar la programaci'n, es decir, tiene que limpiar todos los d'as s'y s'y en el manual te dice que no la apagues a
menos quea' v a estar una semana o m's apagada. Lo que hago es cambiar el horario programado cuando quiero que limpie a otra hora, porque si le doy al bot'n de limpiar, luego cuando llegue la hora programada, vuelve a limpiar. Para meo esta es la mayor pega, que la programaci'n deber'a ser opcional y no
obligatoria. Alguna vez se ha parado y ha empezado a pitar, le he vaciado el contenedor, le he quitado todos los pelos y dem'a que ten'a enredados y ha seguido pintando, pero se ha solucionado apagando y volviendo a encender. Tambian, segun en quid habitaci'n le ponga el hagador selling de Ella o No. Cuando lo
Teniyah en mionaci'n, nunca salia, no si porque el cargador estaba en la puerta y lo detectaba, no sa cue seria, pen se quedaba s'lo en la habitaci'n. Lo cambiamos al salon y i sa recorre la Casa Entera. Es cierto que a veces pasa por un sitio 100 veces y por otro no pasa, pero no tiene mapeo, as'que es normal, si
quieres mapeo no bajan de 300 los robots, por 130 no se puede pedir m's. February 23,2019 Yes (2) Color: Champagne Gold Size: EU Plug Clears as expected, acceptable noise work, not the ideal product, but good value for money ILIFE V5S Pro has both wet and dry cleaning features. At this point I have only used
dry and will test the wet function later. It cleans up as expected. It has an acceptable noise work. I believe it will be good value for money. Enough suction power. I want to give it five stars, but gives four because of these reasons. I only got one HEPA filter and one mop of fabric. I didn't get any extras for them. The pre-
installed cleaning brush was deformed in the packaging. Once these issues are resolved, and once the wet stripping function is successfully tested, then I would upgrade the rating to 5 stars. I ran into problems with my hair getting badly confused and stuck at the bottom of the robot (pic attached). I don't know how to
solve this problem. The wreckage of the tank could be larger as it fills up very quickly. It does not have any Full Bin indicator. It's not a perfect product, but it's an affordable cleaner that gets the job done. October 28, 2018 It does not come with a virtual wall. The mop bracket is at the bottom of the paper tray. 1. Charge
the robot for the night before the first use; 2. If the robot is not in use for a long time, please turn off the power switch; 3. Recharge the robot as soon as possible. Waiting a few days to recharge can damage the battery; 4. Use the robot often. Please check if the button On. Examine and clean up the V5s Pro robot break
sensors. 1. Check to see if the light is based on the base brilliant or not. If not, this means that the outlet is not compatible with the charging base. If so, use a AC adapter to connect directly to the charging robot; 2. It is recommended not to put the machine in the charging dock manually because the charging dock
electrodes are too small to be targeted exactly, which will cause the robot not to charge; 3. It is recommended that the robot be driven back to the dock automatically by placing the robot in front of the charging dock and pressing the HOME button on the remote control. 1. Check to see if the trash can is full; 2. Check to
see if the HEPA filter is dirty/clogged. If so, the suction power is reduced; 3. The sides of the brush will flick a little dirt here and there, but he will finally pick them up; 4. The left electricity of the new robot is not enough, and the suction power is weak. Please charge the car completely. 1. Please check whether the HEPA
filter is painted or not, if it is, please clean flogging or replace HEPA; 2. Check whether the suction entrance is blocked by scrap metal, or if the situation is low. It is recommended that you clean and charge immediately. Pure V5s Pro robot side wheel hair and debris. Tap them in and out and confrim that they both turn
loose. Run the V5s Pro in a new location. No, the robot is equipped with infrared sensors and a bumper, which together serve as a prevention of double collision. We recommended xiaomi Mi robotic vacuums, because of its 5200mAh large battery capacity. Details of tips on choosing a vacuum cleaner, you can read this
post: Robot Vacuum cleaner buying guide View More All (30) Product Information (16) Stock Status (3) Payment for Delivery (7) Other (4) Fabio Pinto Aug-17/2019 14:06:36 Hi Fabio, We Will Ship This Item to Portugal. You can add an item to the shopping cart first. Barbara Norris Feb 12/2019 12:03:26 Hello Barbara, It
can work on the carpet. By Anya Feb-10/2019 12:59:31 Hi AniaPlease read our full terms of warranty here: - Francis Feb-06/2019 19:32:34 Hi Francis, I checked this for you. Due to the restrictions with the delivery method, unfortunately, this product cannot be shipped to your country at this time. We will strive to improve
this as soon as possible. Please please check out our other available items here: our best deals here: - Denis Dec-14/2018 13:34:30 Hello Denis, Thank you for your request. The package has a guide to English for users. By iout chiritescu Dec-09/2018 08:02:23 Hi ioit, If there is no electricity, it will be charged
automatically. The charging back will be connected. When the machine is low, it charges automatically. John 11:54:45 Hi John, They are different warehouses. CN-099 is not in is in the Czech Republic.It which will be shipped from the Czech Republic. By Theofanis October-06/2018 19:12:35 Hi Theofanis, you can set
the start time even if you are not at home, you can clear the plan at a fixed time. Let me know if you need any further help.  By Shlomi Sep-03/2018 06:22:29 Hello Shlomi, This is a U.S. plug-in. We will send an adapter with all our products in accordance with the country of order delivery. By EG Iul-23/2018 06:43:48
Hello EG, Thank you for your request. Unfortunately, you can't pour detergent into the water tank. 30 questions and answers View everything
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